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Human Rights Watch Analysis of Colombia-FARC Agreement

Under the agreement announced by government and FARC negotiators in Havana on December 15, 2015, a new “Special Jurisdiction for Peace” – made up of a Peace Tribunal and Judicial Panels that determine which cases go to trial – will be established to handle “grave violations of human rights and humanitarian law” committed by FARC guerrillas.[i] The new jurisdiction would also cover crimes committed by state agents that are “related to” the armed conflict and “connected” to it.[ii] According to Defense Minister Luis Carlos Villegas, these would include the systematic execution of as many as 3,000 civilians – known as “false positive” cases – committed by army brigades across Colombia between 2002 and 2008.[iii] On December 19, the government released a set of “guidelines,” describing the terms applicable to state agents.[iv]

The agreement sets out a regime of sanctions to be used by the tribunal that do not reflect accepted standards of appropriate punishment for grave violations and make it virtually impossible that Colombia will meet its binding obligations under international law to ensure accountability for crimes against humanity and war crimes.
I. Punishment for Perpetrators?

Colombia has an obligation under international law to provide punishments for human rights violations and serious violations of the laws of war that are proportionate to the gravity of the crimes.[v] The practice and statutes of international tribunals show that this principle requires imprisonment – deprivation of liberty – for crimes against humanity and war crimes.[vi]

The less the conditions of punishment in the agreement resemble those of actual deprivation of liberty – including limited areas of confinement, and effective control and supervision of those detained – the more likely it is that Colombia will be in violation of its obligation to provide adequate punishment.

Alternatively to prison?

The agreement states categorically that perpetrators who confess to atrocities will be exempt not only from prison or jail, but also from any “equivalent” form of detention.[vii] They will instead be subject to “sanctions” that have a “restorative and reparative function” – as opposed to a punitive one – and entail carrying out “projects” to assist victims of the conflict.

The only “restrictions on freedoms and rights” that the confessed perpetrators will face are ones “that are necessary for [the] execution” of these restorative and reparative sanctions.[viii] (Perpetrators who refuse to confess, provide incomplete confessions, or confess only after a trial is underway will face prison sentences.)

Restrictions on movement?

Confessed perpetrators will apparently be required to reside in the places where the sanctions will be carried out.[ix] While the agreement establishes that their whereabouts will be monitored, it appears to allow them to engage in any movement that is “compatible with the fulfilment of the sanctions.”[x] The agreement even allows the possibility of movement that is “not compatible with the fulfillment of the sanction,” provided that it is authorized by authorities within the Special Jurisdiction for Peace.[xi] The agreement does not place any limits (such as medical necessity) on what types of non-consistent travel could be authorized.

Duration of sanctions?


According to statements by the Colombian government – including the joint statement with the FARC on September 23 announcing a preliminary agreement – confessed perpetrators would be subject to sanctions lasting five to eight years. However, the new agreement appears to allow them to be released from any restrictions on their liberty in an even shorter time.

The new agreement also refers to a five-to-eight-year range for sanctions to perpetrators that had a “decisive participation” in the worst and most representative crimes, but it qualifies the five-year-minimum with language that appears to suggest that it refers specifically to the reparative and restorative projects. Then it states that a determination could be made that the sanctions have been carried out based either on “a pre-established period or instead according to results, such as, for example, the completion of the construction of a certain infrastructure [project].”

While the agreement states that such a determination will be “without prejudice to the duration of the sanction imposed by the tribunal,” this caveat would not appear to prolong the restrictions on liberty, given that these restrictions would no longer be “necessary” for carrying out the completed restorative and reparative project.

**Consequences for non-compliance?**

In September, the government stated that confessed perpetrators who failed to comply with the conditions imposed by the Peace Tribunal would lose the benefits of the special jurisdiction. But the new agreement does not include any such language. It does state that perpetrators who fail to make full confessions will be denied benefits, and it mandates a system of verification of compliance with sanctions, including “appropriate monitoring and supervising mechanisms” and “periodic” reports to the Peace Tribunal.

However, the agreement does not refer to any consequences for confessed perpetrators who fail to comply with the sanctions, thus leaving open the possibility that they will be able to continue enjoying the benefits of the special jurisdiction even if they disregard the conditions ordered by the Tribunal.

**II. Criminal Responsibility of Military Commanders?**
Under international law, military commanders can be found criminally liable for a human rights crime carried out by their subordinates if it can be shown that they had effective control of the subordinates, had knowledge or reason to know about the commission of the crime, and had the means to prevent the crime and/or ensure it was properly investigated.[xviii]

The agreement provides a definition of command responsibility that is very similar to the established definition in international law.[xix] However, it contains two ambiguous phrases that could potentially be interpreted to provide loopholes that would allow military commanders within the Colombian armed forces and the FARC to avoid any accountability for atrocities committed under their watch.

First, the agreement provides that liability on the basis of command responsibility requires “knowledge based on the information at their disposal before, during and after the realization the respective conduct.”[xx] Under international law, commanders’ knowledge includes both actual knowledge and constructive knowledge – that which they should have known or had reason to know. It is essential that both forms of knowledge are covered by the scope of command responsibility set out in the agreement and to be applied by the tribunal.

Second, the wording of the agreement is that liability also requires “the effective control of the respective conduct.”[xxi] While “effective control” is an essential element of command responsibility, under international law control refers to control over subordinates who have committed the offending conduct, not over the specific actions themselves. It is essential that the correct legal definition and scope of “effective control” be used by the tribunal.

The Constitutional Court has already explicitly recognized the form and scope of command responsibility liability in international law and contained in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court when it upheld Colombia’s ratification of the statute.[xxii]

Failure to adhere to proper international law interpretation would mean commanders could contend that they are not liable, per command responsibility, because there is no evidence to prove that they had either effective control over the acts or actual knowledge of the crime. This would place Colombia in violation of its international obligations.

III. Restrictions on Holding Political Office?
Under Colombian law, perpetrators of crimes against humanity should be barred from holding or running for office while serving their sentences.[xxiii] However, the agreement states categorically that confessed perpetrators will not be subject to any restrictions on their political rights, including the right to run for political office.[xxiv] The government and the FARC will negotiate reforms to the Constitution to make this possible.

Human Rights Watch submits that nobody who is serving a sentence upon conviction of a war crime, crime against humanity, or serious human rights violation should be able to run or hold public office while serving that sentence.

### IV. An Independent Tribunal?

For any judicial process to be credible and legitimate, the body interpreting and applying the law must be independent, structurally and in practice, with sufficient safeguards to ensure it is free from undue political interference or influence by the parties to the matters its must resolve.[xxv]

The agreement provides no such guarantees. It does not indicate how the members of the Special Jurisdiction – including the Peace Tribunal – will be selected, nor by what criteria, or even the basic safeguards to be used in developing criteria to secure an effective, independent, and impartial tribunal. It states only that the FARC and the government will establish the mechanisms and criteria for selection “by mutual agreement and before the signing of the final accord.”[xxvi] While the agreement does expressly preclude the direct participation of the parties in the selection process, it does not preclude them from creating mechanisms and criteria that may give them undue influence over who is selected.

The lack of guarantees regarding the independence of the Peace Tribunal are particularly troubling given the gravity of the crimes over which it has jurisdiction and the obligations of justice owed to the victims. The tribunal will amongst other things be responsible for resolving many of the crucial questions outlined above, if they are not previously reformed.

The tribunal’s powers under the agreement include determining which “restraints of liberty are necessary to ensure compliance” with sanctions, as well as establishing the “content,” “conditions,” and “effects” of sanctions and the place where they will be served.[xxvii] Moreover, several Judicial Panels of the Special Jurisdiction for Peace will have “the broadest powers” both
to “establish priorities” and to “adopt criteria of selection” of cases in order to ensure an efficient
and agile management of cases.[xxviii] The agreement provides that the Judicial Panels
must “take into consideration” that there should not be impunity for “grave and representative”
crimes, a category not defined in the agreement.[xxix] While the agreement does not describe the
legal situation of perpetrators not selected for prosecution, the government has announced that
state agents who do not have a “major responsibility” in the “worst and most representative
crimes” could have their sentences suspended or face no prosecution.[xxx]
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